Elementary homotopy theory on maps between orbifolds is discussed. For example, it is shown that, given a homomorphism <p between orbifold fundamental groups of certain orbifolds, there exists a map (unique up to homotopy) between the orbifolds which induces <p . We also study the properties of orbifolds preserved by homotopy-equivalences.
Introduction
In [10, 11] Takeuchi studied orbifolds and maps between them, and showed that orbifolds with isomorphic orbifold fundamental groups are isomorphic in certain occasions. Maps between low dimensional orbifolds were the main concern. The aim of this paper is to discuss elementary homotopy theory on maps between orbifolds in a more general setting.
In §2, after a review on orbifolds, we introduce the notion of "orbi-maps" that was defined by Takeuchi. Actually he has several different versions of orbimaps, and the one given here is what the author thinks best. Roughly speaking a map is an orbi-map if it is covered by an equivariant map of the universal covering orbifolds. The main result of this section is a homotopy classification of orbi-maps with an aspherical target orbifold (2.4, 2.5).
In §3 we restrict ourselves to smaller classes of maps, i.e., tame maps and OR-maps. The key observation is that a tame map between good orbifolds which induces a monomorphism on orbifold fundamental groups induces a monomorphism between local groups (3.5, 3.6) . If the map is an OR-map in addition, then the corresponding local groups must be isomorphic (as groups). This forces the map to preserve stratification (3.8) .
In §4, we study "homotopy equivalences" between orbifolds. If two orbifolds are OR-homotopy equivalent, then it will be shown that one is good if and only if the other is good (4.2). We also show that OR-homotopy equivalences between 2-dimensional closed orbifolds is OR-homotopic to an isomorphism (4.4) . A similar result is also proved in [10] .
Orbi-maps
An «-dimensional orbifold (possibly with boundary) is a Hausdorff paracompact space which is locally homeomorphic to the quotient space of R" (or R" = R"~' x [0, oo)) by a finite orthogonal transformation group. (See [12, 9, 2], ... for the precise definition.) Thus each point x of a connected orbifold X is equipped with the following data: an open neighborhood Ux of x in X (a coordinate neighborhood), a subgroup T{x) of 0{n) (the local group at x ), and a homeomorphism xpx : R"/T(x) -► Ux (or R"+/Y(x) -► Ux ) sending the orbit of the origin to x. X has a stratification by local group type. LX denotes the singular locus of X ; i.e., LX is the set of points in X at which the local group is nontrivial. X is good if the singular locus of its orbifold universal cover X is empty [12] . In this paper all the orbifolds are assumed to be connected.
Suppose X is a branchfold in the sense of Kato [6] , i.e., an orbifold without codimension 1 strata. Then X0 = X -LX is the unique top dimensional stratum. Let px : X -► X denote the orbifold universal cover. It is a regular branched cover with branch locus LX . The deck transformation group is called the orbifold fundamental group and is denoted 7t°rb(X). When restricted to X0, px is the ordinary covering associated with the subgroup Nx of 7tx(X0) normally generated by pf 's, where px is the meridian loop in X0 about a codimension 2 stratum S¡ and b¡ is the order of the local group along S¡ ; therefore, we can identify n°x {X) with nx(X0)/Nx by choosing a base point in p~x (X0). Let qx : itx(X0) -► nx(X0)/Nx = n°T {X) denote the natural projection.
If we have another branchfold , say Y , then LY , YQ , py : Y -» Y , etc. are defined in the same way.
Let X and F be connected branchfolds , and / : X -> Y be a continuous map. The restriction f\X0 -f~lÇEY) : XQ -f~\l.Y) -> F0 of / will be denoted f0 (assuming XQ -f~ (IF) is nonempty), and the inclusion map of XQ -f~ CLY) in XQ is denoted /. We choose a base point of X0 -f~ (LY) and we use it (resp. its image in F0 ) as the base point of XQ (resp. F0 ).
Let Kf denote the kernel of qx o it : nx{X0 -f~ (IF)) -+ n°x {X), then a component of pxl(X0 -/"'(X7)) is a covering of X0 -f~l{ZY) with deck transformation group nx(X0 -f~ (I.Y))/Kf. When the composition qx o it is surjective, this group is isomorphic to 7r°r (X) and px {XQ -f~ (LY)) is connected. 
where the horizontal sequences are exact. The homomorphism n°x iX) -> n°x (F) induced by (fQ)t is denoted f , and is called the homomorphism induced by f.
Note that, if / is a pre-orbi-map, f0 : XQ -f~ (LY) -> F0 is covered by an /t-equivariant map f0 : px (X0 -f~ (LY)) -» pY (YQ) which is unique up to the action of n°x (F). The following definition is due to Takeuchi. 3. An orbi-homotopy is a homotopy which is an orbi-map. If there is an orbi-homotopy between two orbi-maps, they are said to be orbi-homotopic. Obviously, if two orbi-maps are orbi-homotopic fixing the base point, then they induce the same homomorphism between the orbifold fundamental groups.
Takeuchi's proof of [11, Theorem 4.2] can be adapted to prove the following existence and uniqueness theorems. See the definition below for the terminology. (2) A three-dimensional orbifold whose orbifold universal cover is homeomorphic to R and whose orbifold fundamental group has no subgroup isomorphic to A5 is an aspherical orbifold [8] .
(3) Let (M, T) be a crystallographic manifold in the sense of ConnollyKozniewski [1] . Then M/Y is an aspherical (topological) orbifold.
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 are proved inductively on strata of X. The local group T(x) and the orbifold fundamental group G -n°x iX) of a branchfold X are related in the following way. Let Ux be a coordinate neighborhood of x in X. Let us identify Ux with R"/r(x) (or R"/T(x) incase x is a boundary point). The inclusion map i : U -* X is an orbi-map and induces a homomorphism it:Tix) = nxrbiUx)^nxrbiX) = G.
(In fact it is an "OR-map." See §3.) Let i denote the universal map for i.
Then it is easily verified that the image i*(T(x)) is the isotropy subgroup G},0, of G at 1(0), where O is the origin of R". If y is a point of the closure of the stratum containing x, then it factors through Tiy). Therefore the stratification of X induced from that of X respects the isotropy subgroups. In general it is not injective; it is injective for every x e X if and only if X is good [2, p. 186; 6, p. 153].
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Triangulate X so that LX is a subcomplex of X. Let XQ -SQ, Sx , ... , S¡ be the set of strata of X in order of nondecreasing codimension. S* (resp. N(S*)) will denote the portion of S¡ (resp. the regular neighborhood of S¡ ) outside of the interior of the union of regular neighborhoods of lower dimensional strata, where i = 1,...,/.
First choose any map from the 1-skeleton of Sq to F0 which induces tp . We can extend this map to obtain a map S* = NiS,) -► F . Actually we construct a 9>-equivariant map px\S*) -► Y inductively on skelta. This is possible because Y is contractible.
Assume inductively that we have constructed a fiJ-equivariant map p~x iNiS*) U • • • U N{S*_X)) -* Y . Pick up a connected component C of px (S*) and let H be the isotropy subgroup corresponding to it. The fixed set F is nonempty, so we can map C into F , say by a constant map, and can extend it 9>-equivariantly over px\S*).
NiS*) has a locally trivial bundle structure n : NiS*) -► S*. Fix a triangulation of S*, and assume inductively that we have already extended the map ^-equivariantly over px in~ US*) )), where (S*) denotes the ij -l)-skeleton of S*. Let A be a simplex of S*. The fiber of n over a point x e A can be identified with a cone of the form {x} * K . Triangulate K and give n~ (A) the product CW structure of A and the cone {x}*K . We can arrange so that, for any stratum S of X , SC]7i~ (A) is a subcomplex of n~ (A). Here 5 denotes the closure of S.
Suppose inductively that we have extended the map ç?-equivariantly over p~l(Ax({x}*K{k~l))), where K(k~l) denotes the (k -l)-skeleton of K. Let a be a simplex of K and let x be a component of px (Ax({x}*<7)). It is a cell. Let F be the isotropy subgroup at an interior point of x. By assumption dx is mapped into F^ , which is contractible. Therefore, the map dx -► F extends to a map x -> Y'p(F). We can further extend this over p~l(Ax ({x}*a)) çj-equivariantly. Thus we can construct a ç>-equivariant map p~x (n~ (A)) -» Y by induction on skelta of K , and this in turn gives the inductive step to extend the original map ^-equivariantly over px (S*). Now, by induction on /, we have the desired map. By an inductive application of the standard transversality argument, we can modify f\Bx rel dBx so that f\B'x is transverse to the preimage of every stratum of F in Y. We can make the modification sufficiently small so that / stays transverse at points where it is already transverse. Extend the modification /^-equivariantly all over p~ (B), then the resulted f\px (B) is transverse to pYl(S) for each stratum 5 of F, because pYl(S) is nxT (Y)-invariant. Since there exists a countable family of such pairs {(B, B1)} with IJZ?' = X0, we can /^-equivariantly modify / so that the new map f is transverse over px (X0). f induces a map between X and F, which we denote by f . If the modification is sufficiently small, f is still an orbi-map. In fact, choose a bouquet C of finitely many circles in XQ -f~ (LY) so that the inclusion map C -► X0-f~ (LY) induces an epimorphism on nx . Choose / sufficiently close to / so that f maps C in F0, then nx(X0 -f~ (LY)) maps onto n°x (X), and f is an orbi-map. 11. An orbi-map / : X -► F is an orbi-homotopy equivalence if there exists an orbi-map g : Y -» X such that g o f and fog are orbihomotopic to the identity maps on X and F respectively; X and F are said to be orbi-homotopy equivalent.
An orbi-homotopy equivalence induces an isomorphism of orbifold fundamental groups. Conversely, combining 2.4, 2.5, 2.9, and 2.10, one deduces the following: Corollary 2.12. Suppose X and Y are good compact aspherical branchfolds with isomorphic orbifold fundamental groups n°x (X) = 7i°x (F), then X and Y are orbi-homotopy equivalent. If we identify n°x (X) and 7r°r (F) and denote the group by G, then X and Y are G-homotopy equivalent.
Tame maps and OR-maps
In this section we consider a smaller class of maps. The notation in §2 will still be used. X (resp. F ) will denote a connected «-dimensional (resp. mdimensional) branchfold (possibly with boundary). The following is immediate from a work of Fox [4] and the description of the universal covering orbifold and the orbifold fundamental group in §2. represents an element of 7t°r (Ur,x)). Since ô/ (= the order of T(x)) is a multiple of the order of T(f(x)) = n°Tb(U^x)), f(p¡') = f(p¡) ' represents 1 in n°x (U f(x)). Therefore it represents 1 also in 7i°x (Y); i.e., f(p¡') e NY . Thus / is tame. D
On the other hand, a tame map is not necessarily an OR-map. For example, let S (p) denote a teardrop orbifold whose underlying space is the 2-dimensional sphere with a single cone point of angle 2n/p at the North Pole. 2 1 Then, whatever integers p and q are, the identity map from S'(p) to S~(q) is tame, but it is an OR-map only if q divides p.
In general a restriction of a tame map / : X -> F to open subsets of X and F may not be tame, whereas OR-maps always restrict to OR-maps. A locally tame map / induces a homomorphism f : n°T (Ux) -> n°x (Uf(x)) ■ Since these groups are identified with the local groups T(x) and T(f(x)) at x and f(x), we have a homomorphism ft : T(x) -► T(/(x)), which is independent of the choice of coordinate neighborhoods. The following is easily proved. Proof. (1) and (3) and f0 and fx are said to be t-homotopic. (Note that if fs(X0) c F0 for every 5 and f0 is tame, then the homotopy {fs} is a t-homotopy.) A tame map is a t-homotopy equivalence if there exists a tame map g : Y -> X ( called a t-homotopy inverse ) such that g o f and fog are t-homotopic to the identity maps on X and F respectively. ORhomotopy equivalences are defined similarly. A homeomorphism / : X -► F is a t-homeomorphism if / and its inverse f~ are both tame.
If / : X -y Y is a t-homeomorphism between good branchfolds X and F, then ft : T(x) -► T(/(x)) is an isomorphism for every x e X, and / is a topological isomorphism of orbifolds. In particular the two representations T(x) and T(fix)) are topologically equivalent for every x. If the order is odd, these are linearly equivalent [5, 7] .
The author does not know whether a good branchfold can be t-homeomorphic or even t-homotopy equivalent to a bad one or not. Below we will see that good 2-dimensional closed branchfolds are never t-homotopy equivalent to bad 2-dimensional closed branchfolds. Also one deduces the following from 3.8(3). It is well known that every homotopy equivalence between closed surfaces is homotopic to a homeomorphism.
The following analogue holds true for branchfolds. where int(-) denotes the interior. The restriction f0: M -> N is a homotopy equivalence and is a homeomorphism dM -* dN on boundary. Therefore f0 is homotopic rel d to a homeomorphism, and hence / is t-homotopic to a tame homeomorphism h. Its inverse h~ sends F0 into XQ. Note that «og is t-homotopic to lY . Therefore h~ is homotopic rel LY to g through a homotopy which sends F0 into X0 . As remarked in 4.1, this implies that hĩ s tame. D
Final remarks
It is important to decide when an orbi-homotopy equivalence is orbi-homotopic to an isomorphism of orbifolds. One way to attack this problem is to use equivariant simple-homotopy theory and equivariant surgery theory as was done in [1, 3] . Another possible way is to develop simple-homotopy theory and surgery theory directly for orbifolds and orbi-maps.
There is an obvious obstruction to deforming an orbi-homotopy eauivalence / : X -► F into an isomorphism. Since an isomorphism is a tame map, the composition 
